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Bei starker verschmutzung (z. B. Sand) sind die 
Drehaugenmuscheln komplett abschraubbar und 
somit einfachst zu reinigen.

aufbewahrung
Sie sollten ihr Fernglas in seiner tasche an einem 
gut gelüfteten ort aufbewahren.

ist das Fernglass nass, 
muss es vorher getrocknet 
werden.
in tropengebieten oder in 
Gegenden mit hoher Umge-
bungsfeuchtigkeit ist der 

beste Lagerort ein luftdichter Behälter mit einem 
Feuchtigkeits-absorptionsmittel (z. B. Silicagel).

alle angaben sind typische Werte.

Änderungen in ausführung und Lieferung
sowie Druckfehler sind vorbehalten.                        Ba-701-01, 01/2012
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We are very pleased that you have decided to 
purchase this product from SWarovSki oPtik. 
if you have any questions, please consult your 
specialist dealer or contact us directly at  
www.SwarovSkIoptIk.com.

please find our current product accessories at www.SwarovSkIoptIk.com.

1  Carrying strap

2  Eyepiece cover

3  twist-in eyecup

4  Focusing wheel

5  Dioptric scale

6  Dioptric zero point

7  objective lens cover 

8  Snap Shot adapter
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 For your safety!

       warNING!

Never look directly at the 
sun with the binoculars! 
this will damage your eyes! 

Never look through the 
binoculars when walking, 
you could encounter ob- 
stacles!

General information

Please protect your bino-
culars from jolts and jars.

repairs should be carried 
out by authorized work-
shops only.

EN EN

 attaching the lift carrying strap

assembly with eyepiece cover attached on one 
side (recommended).
alternatively: with eyepiece cover attached on 
both sides.

a

B
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Interpupillary distance adjustment

to see a single round image, rotate the two halves 
of the binoculars until no irritating shadows can 
be seen.

Focusing adjustment

to adjust your object focus 
from the shortest focusing 
distance (see technical 
Data Sheet) to infinity, sim-
ply turn the focusing wheel. 
in the infinity position, the 

little nose of the focusing wheel is situated at the 
top.

Dioptric compensation

to achieve optimal image quality, it is necessary to 
correct any varying visual acuity between the left 
and right eye.

adjustment of the twist-in eyecups

in principle, you can choose between four different 
setting positions that provide varying distances 
between your eye and the lens. You can set the 
optimal distance according to your personal prefe-
rence. this is determined by your facial structure 
and whether or not you wear spectacles.

pos. a: initial position with- 
out spectacles: For this, 
twist out the eyecups anti-
clockwise to the full extent.

pos. B: initial position with 
spectacles: twist in the 
eyecups clockwise until 
they stop.

pos. c and D: alternative 
positions or interim adjust-
ment stages for spectacle-
wearers and non-spectacle-
wearers.

 operation

EN EN
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2.

1. 3.

- 4 3 2  1  0 1 2 3 4

Use with equal acuity of both eyes:

1. Pull the focusing wheel outwards.
2. By turning the focusing wheel, set the dioptric  

scale to “0”.
3. Push the focusing wheel back in.

Use with varying acuity of both eyes:

1. Look through the left ocular with your left eye 
and turn the focusing wheel to focus sharply on 
a selected object.

2. Pull the focusing wheel outwards.
3. Now look at the same object through the right 

ocular with your right eye and again adjust the 
focusing wheel to attain optimal clarity.

4. Press the focusing wheel back in again.

Please note your personal dioptric value on the 
dioptric scale.

 Use of the Snap Shot adapter

refer to dedicated operating instructions or visit  
www.SwarovSkIoptIk.com.

 assembly instructions for objective lens cover 

1.

3.

4.2.

- 4 3  2  1  0  1  2 3 4

2. 1.
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Lens-cleaning cloth
You can clean high sensitive lens surfaces with the 
enclosed special microfibre cloth. it is suitable for 
objective lens, ocular lens and spectacles.
Please keep the cloth clean, as dirt can damage 
the lens surface. if the cloth becomes soiled it can 
be washed in lukewarm soapy water and left to 
dry. Please only use for cleaning lens surfaces!

cleaning
We have designed all elements and surfaces 
to require little care. to ensure the long-lasting 
optical brilliance of your binoculars, you should 
keep the glass surfaces free of dirt, oil and grease. 
When cleaning the lenses, first remove larger par- 
ticles with an optical lens brush. For the subse-
quent thorough cleaning we recommend breathing 
onto the lens surface to form a coat of condensa- 
tion and then cleaning it with a soft, moist cloth.
the housing is best cleansed with a soft, moist 
cloth (don’t use the lens-cleaning cloth).

 maintenance and care Storage
You should keep your binoculars in their bag in a 
dry, well ventilated, place. 

if the instrument is wet, 
it must be dried prior to 
storage.
in tropical regions or re- 
gions with a high degree of 
humidity the best place to 

store the instrument in is an air-tight receptacle 
along with a moisture-absorbing agent (e.g. silica 
gel).

SwarovSkI optIk patents USa: 
•	Binocular	telescope:	US	6,266,185	B1	
•	Eyepiece	cover:	US	6,179,427	B1	
•	Snap	Shot	Adapter:
 US 2009/0128934 a1, patent pending 
•	Protective	cap:
 US 2010/0065452 a1, patent pending 

all data are typical values.

We reserve the right to make changes regarding design and delivery.
We accept no liability for printing errors.                  Ba-701-01, 01/2012
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in the event of hard-to-remove dirt (e.g. sand) 
the eye cups can be unscrewed and cleaned very 
easily.


